
Character Analysis Activity:   Name:     
 

Directions: When you look at characters in a book, you often make a choice about which type of 

character they are: Protagonists or Antagonists.  Protagonists are characters that help solve the 

problem in the story.  If the character causes a lot of problems, they are the antagonists.  You can 

usually tell which is which by looking at traits or personality characteristics (use your pink traits 

sheet if you are having difficulty determining which is which).   

Choose ONE character.  List 3 Characteristics or Traits on the left side for that character.  

Then find 2 pieces of evidence (quotes or a paraphrase) to support those traits from your book.  

Include the page numbers of where you found the supporting evidence in the book. 
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Book Title: Midnight for Charlie Bone   Character’s Name:  Charlie Bone 

Traits (You Must Have 3 Traits) Page#   and 2  Supporting Examples For EACH Trait 

  
1.  Curious 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Charlie wanted to see what was in the box.  P. 
83 - “Charlie began to descend. „I‟ve got to 
open the case.‟  Charlie really wanted to see 
what was in the case.‟ 

 He also followed his Uncle Paton late at night 
when he knew he wasn‟t supposed to. P. 34 – 
“Charlie had grown used to his uncle‟s night 
time ramble . . . usually he would turn over 
and go back to sleep.  Tonight he jumped out 
of bed and got dressed. . . .Charlie crept 
downstairs and followed him.” 

 He also wanted to know why the baby was 
swapped for the box. 

 
2.  Brave 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Charlie lied to his aunts when they were 
questioning him about whose keys he had, 
even though he knew he could be punished, 
and his aunts had a lot of power over him and 
his mother. (P. 92-93)  (this is called a 
paraphrase) 

 He followed Paton in the streets at night. P. 
34 – “He often wanted to do this but he‟d 
never had the courage.  Tonight was 
different; he felt confident and determined.” 
 

 
3.  Determined 

 
 
 
 

 Charlie was determined to open the case – p. 
87 – “None of them (the keys) fitted, and 
Charlie flung them to the floor in disgust. 
“I‟ve got to find it,‟ he cried.” 

 He was determined to get down the stairs 
even though they were dangerous. P. 83 – 
“I‟m going down,” Charlie announced.  He 
could see the case lying beside the last step.” 

 
 


